Owl or Princess Owl Graph Hat-(2 graphs)
By Lisa Jelle/Kaleidoscope Art&Gifts

Skill Level: Experienced Beginner
Supplies:
 Size H/8 - 5.0MM Hook or Tunisian hook
 Bobbins
 Worsted weight yarn
 Tapestry needle for weaving in ends
Hat Gauge: 8 scs x 8 rows=2”x2” test swatch
Sizing: Sack hat (as pattern is written) measures approx 17”-19” around. Stitch and row counts for larger size (19”-21”) in [ ]
Tunisian crochet technique tutorial: http://www.crochetspot.com/how-to-crochet-tunisian-simple-stitch-tss/
PATTERN
Ch 30 [33] (29 [32] for Tunisian)
Row 1: sc in 2nd ch from hook, sc across (29sts) [32]
Rows 2-18 [22]: ch1, turn, sc across (note: you don’t ch1 or turn in Tunisian crochet)
Row 19 [23]: ch1, begin graph (Start graph at bottom right hand corner, reading odd numbered rows from right to left, and even
numbered rows from left to right)
Row 49 [54]: ch1, turn, work LAST row of graph
Rows 50-67 [55-75]: ch1, turn, sc across
FINISHING
 Fasten off. Bring Row 1 to Row 67 [75] (with wrong side out) and either sl st ends together OR cut yarn and whip stitch
ends together (forming a tube), fasten off, choose hat style from below for the rest of instructions.
 SACK HAT: Flatten hat with back seam centered in back, reattach yarn at one corner and sc top opening closed, fasten
off and weave in ends.
 SLOUCH BEANIE: (thanks to Kim from Not So Knotty for these slouch directions) After fastening off (with wrong
side facing out), hdc dec in ends of rows all the way around (do not join), continue to hdc dec around till approx 8 sts
remain, fasten off leaving a long tail, weave tail in and out of remaining stitches, pull tail to gather top, fasten off and
weave in ends. Turn hat right side out.
OTHER OPTIONS
 Produce JUST the graph (29 rows x 31 rows) and add to a pillow, messenger bag, blanket, wall hanging….the
possibilities are endless! Have fun!
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GRAPHS

(Owl)

(Princess owl)

**Thank you for purchasing this pattern. Rewriting, reselling, distributing, or copying this pattern is prohibited. If you wish to sell
finished items produced from this pattern, feel free to do so. However, I ask that you please credit me as the pattern designer and link
back to me as follows: pattern by Lisa Jelle/Kaleidoscope Art&Gifts
www.facebook.com/kaleidoscopeartngifts
www.etsy.com/shop/kaleidoscopeartgifts
www.ravelry.com/stores/lisa-jelle-kaleidoscope-artgifts-designs
**Special thanks to the following for use of their pics in pattern cover photo:
Evelyn from: http://www.facebook.com/candidquiltsandcrafts (large collage),
Elizabeth from: http://www.facebook.com/crochetedcutiesbyelizabeth (small collage and tiny top photo)
and to Ivonna (top right photo)
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